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In this second article we use the methodology and results we have 
introduced in the first part. In this text we principally develop applications of 
what we have called the stabilization mechanism, in the case of uniform 
spaces. In fact, we identify the set of the fuzzy subsets of a set E with the 
quotient set, for an equivalence relation, of a larger family. We endow this 
family with uniform and topological structures and we study the quotient 
structures induced on the set of the fuzzy subsets of E. 
We especially detail the case where E is a classic uniform space. When E 
is a locally compact metric and separable space we can generate the classic 
“closed convergence structure” on the family of the closed subsets of E and 
the “myope convergence structure” on the family of the compact subsets of 
E. We extend these structures to the case of fuzzy subsets and we obtain 
results which are generally close to the corresponding classic ones. We think 
that a fuzzy mapping is a concept which is close to the concept of correspon- 
dence and then the continuity of fuzzy mappings must be defined in a way 
similar to those used for correspondences. So we define the upper- and lower- 
hemi-continuity of fuzzy mappings. Finally, we apply these results to the 
case where E is a linear space and more especially where E = R’. We 
consider the fuzzy vectors on R’ and the corresponding extended operations. 
We give continuity results for these operations, and applications to fuzzy 
real analysis. We have quoted some linked works, for instance, [5, 71. 
In this article we use the notations and conventions of the first article. 
I. UNIFORM STRUCTURES ON THE FAMILY OF THE FUZZY SUBSETS OF A SET 
AND THE STABILIZATION MECHANISM 
As in the preceding part we define ‘Q:(E) as the set of functions 
A *: L + 7)(E) which verify: 
YI > Y2 E L and ~1 >Y~=-A*(YJ=A*(Y~), 
where LisL,=]O l]orL,=]O I]nQ. 
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We can see ‘p(E), the set of the fuzzy subsets of E, as the quotient set of 
Q,*(E) for an equivalence relation N (associated with a mapping 
9 : %y(E) -+ 73(E)). 
Let S:(E) c 1)2(E) be defined as: A * is in G,*(E) if and only if A *(y) is 
closed for the topoIogy associated with I&, this for every y E L. Let 
g(E) c p(E) be defined as the quotient set of s;(E) for the relation -, and 
‘$,(E) the fam 1 i y of the closed subsets of E for the topology associated with 
II,. We then have the fundamental compactness result: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let U be a fuzzy uniform structure on E; and we 
assume that for every y C 10 l] the topological space associated with 
lly = (II), is a locally compact metric and separable space (LCMS space in 
briea. We associate, with every l.&, the corresponding closed convergence 
topology on G,(E). We endow S:(E) with the topology associated with the 
pointwise convergence on L of the cuts, in the sense of the closed 
convergence, and S(E) with the corresponding quotient structure. Then 
SLW and WE) are compact spaces. 
Before we give the proof of this proposition we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let E be a set and UJ,, be a family of uniform structures 
on E such that y, >yy,+ll,,>llu,. We assume that for every y E L the 
topology r, generated by U, makes E a LCMS space. We associate, with 
every Il,, the closed convergence topology zv on $JE). We can assert that 
g:(E) is closed in the product space t%, = nyEL(S,@), 2,> and is then 
compact. 
ProoJ Let A * be an element of E4, not in s,*(E), we can find CY and y in 
L such that a > y and A *(a) ti A *(y). From the assumptions U, > uY we 
deduce that 2, & 2,. Let p be an element of A *(a) not in A *(y) then we can 
find an open set _u and a compact set K in E such that & 3 2( 3p and 
&ng*(y) = 0 (because (E, _T,) is a LCMS space). We note: 
_VI={CE?j,(E)(_C~&=O} and f,={~Eij,(E)j_CT\,u#IZI}, obviously 
these sets are open neighbourhoods of A*(y) and A*(u) for zy and g,, 
respectively. For every C E y, and Q E y, we have ,C $ e which proves that 
s:(E) is closed in a,. The space @.L is compact (because the spaces 
(By(E), ‘&,) are compact, 18)) and then s,*(E) is compact. 
LEMMA 1.2. Under the assumptions and terms of the preceding lemma 
we prove that the graph of the relation - in s,*(E) x B,*(E) is closedfor the 
product topology. 
Proof. Let (A*, S*) be an element of s,*(E) X S,*(E) such that 
A*G!B”. There are cx, y E L such that a > y and, for instance, 
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A*(y) $B*(a). Then as in the preceding lemma we take p in B*(cr) not in 
A *(y). We then build as before a neighbourhood of (A *, B*) not in 
S,*(E) x 5,*(E). 
We come back to the proof of the proposition. It is clear that the 
pointwise convergence of the cuts on B,*(E) is the topology induced by the 
space a, on S,*(E). We have proved that g,*(E) is a closed subspace of @.L 
and then is compact. But as can be seen in [ 1, Example 3.11, S(E) is not a 
closed subspace of S,*(E). When we endow g(E) with the corresponding 
quotient topology we obviously find that s(E) is a quasi-compact space. We 
must prove that S(E) is separated. This is a consequence of Lemma 1.2, 
because s,*(E) being compact, the closeness of the graph of the relation - 
implies that 5(E) is separated [2, Section lo]. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Under the assumptions and terms of Proposition 1.1 we 
assume that for every y the topology TY associated with llY makes E a 
compact metric space. We endow iJ,*j(E) with the structure generated by the 
mechanism M’3 and 5(E) with the quotient structure. Then S(E) is a 
compact space. 
Proof It is clear that the mechanism M’3 generates on s:,(E) the 
topology of the pointwise convergence of the cuts, n,(E) being endowed 
with the uniform structure generated by the sets {(A, ,C) E B,(E) x 
s,(E) I#@, ,u) 1 ,C and ,B(C, g) 3 4 } when y E ll ?. But (E, &J being 
compact the corresponding topology is the “myope topology” on the 
compact subsets of E which is here equivalent to the closed convergence. 
From the preceding proposition we conclude that g(E) is a compact space. 
We now suppose that for every y the uniformity lIy is generated by an 
ecart and ask ourselves: Is it possible to build a structure on Q(E) generated 
by an ecart? It is obvious that the preceding constructions with L = L, are 
not generated by an ecart. But we remark that a fuzzy subset A is in fact 
completely defined by its cuts (A), for y E L,. It is then interesting to study 
the structures associated with the pointwise convergence of the y-cuts for 
rationnal y. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Under the assumptions and terms of Proposition 1.1 in 
which we consider the case L = L, we can assert that s:(E) and s(E) are 
metrizable spaces. 
Proof. We have proved that the mapping 9I : g,*(E) --t S(E) is closed and 
that s(E) is compact for the quotient topology. 5,*2(E) being compact with a 
countable basis (a countable product of spaces with countable basis admits a 
countable basis) is metrizable. From the closeness of 31 we deduce that 5(E) 
admits a countable basis for its topology and is metrizable. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let UYIYEL, be a family of uniformities which verifv 
Y&Y2=4&,>!&*. We assume that for every y E L, the structure l& is 
generated by a metric d,. We endow %,*z(E) with the product structure 
(corresponding to the pointwise convergence of the cuts) of the Hausdorff 
uniformities l$ This structure is generated by an ecart. g,*z(E) is a 
metrizable space and tf the spaces (E, dy) are complete then iJfZ(Ej is 
complete. Unfortunately g(E) is metrizable as a subspace of s,*z(E) but is not 
a closed subset and then generally is not complete. 
Before we give the proof of this proposition we give the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let EL1 = n,,t~, (B,(E), 23,) be the product uniform space, 
where lIY is the untform structure induced on E,(E) by the Hausdor-ecart 6, 
built from the metric d, (which generates II,). Then the set S:*(E) is in fact 
IA” (5 R21Y1 >Y*~~*“(Y,)c~*(Y,) and is closed in OL,. 
Proof: We proceed as in Lemma 1.1. Let A * be an element of OL1 not in 
8,*2(E). We can find (r, y E L,, a > y, such that A *(a) & A *(y). As in 
Lemma 1.1 we take p in A *(u) not in A*(y). We have d,(p, A *(y)) = r > 0. 
So we consider the sets: 
Y, = {,c E &iE)lBV *(Y>, _ r/4 u > = ,C and BG ,u~,~) 1 A *WI 
,v*= Pq,(mv*( L/4 a u j = ,C and B(_C, ,u,.,~) 3 A *(a) 1, 
where 
LG./~ = {(x,Y> E EXE/d,(w) ,< r/4). 
For every _C E y, we have B(A *(y), ,U~,~) 2 ,C and then B(_C, u,.,~) is included 
in &4*(y), z+). For every e E ,v2 we have d,(p, II) < r/4 which proves 
that ,C ti 0. As in Lemma 1.1 we conclude that 5:I(E) is closed in Ot2. 
We come back to the proof of the proposition. The structure we have built 
on ‘Q:*(E) is associated with the pointwise convergence of the cuts when for 
every y E L,, ‘Q(E) is endowed with the Hausdorff uniform structure. We 
recall that this structure is generated by the sets {(_A, C) E q(E) x g(E) 1 
Bk!,~j~G and B(C~~)~~19~~!!,~ or equivalently by the Hausdorff 
ecart: 6,: (‘Q(E) x ‘p(E)) + R +, with 
sup 20 d,(x, C), “,tp, d,(y, A) 
i 
when A,C#0 
qL!m= 0 when A=,C=0 
00 when 4 =0,,C#IZIorA#0,,C=PI. 
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The structure on $&(E) is then generated by a countable family of ecarts so 
it is generated by an ecart. It is known that this structure is not separated 
because when 4 and ,C have the same closure (for the metric d$ then 
6&j, ,C) = 0. From this remark, it is clear that this structure is separated for 
the subset 5zJE). 
We can find some ecarts 8; equivalent to 6, such that E is bounded, then 
8; is a metric on s,(E) and then s2Z(E) is metrizable. When (E, dy) is a 
complete space we know [3] that (2,(E), 8,) is complete, and g,*z(E) is so as 
a closed set of a product of complete spaces. It is clear that s(E) as a 
subspace of 5,*2(E) is metrizable, but is not a closed subset and not complete 
as can be seen in Example 3.1 in [ 11. 
II. UNIFORM AND TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES ON p(E) 
FROM A CLASSICAL UNIFORM STRUCTURE 
We will assume in this section that ll is a classic metric uniformity for 
which the entourages v, = {(x, y)Jd(x, y) ,< E}, E > 0, are such that the 
corresponding neighbourhoods are compact. 
(1) The Mechanisms Ml, M2, M3, M’2, M’3 Described in [ 11 
Many of the structures we have developed are identical on the set 
S(E) = (A E ‘p(E)1 @), is closed for every y). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. On s(E) the uniform structures generated by the 
mechanisms M2, M’2, M3, M’3 are identical and are equivalent to the 
pointwise convergence of the cuts on L = L,, in the sense of the classic 
Hausdorff structure on B(E). 
Proof: As has been proved, for a type D structure, the mechanisms M2, 
M3 (and M’2, M’3) are equivalent. We must prove that the mechanisms M2 
and M’2 are equivalent. By assumption, the classic uniform structure Q is 
generated by a metric d. Let u, = {(x, y) E EXEId(x, y) ,< E}, E > 0, we have 
to prove that @?(A, uJ), = B((&,, u,). Let us suppose the contrary, there is 
y6ZB(@),,u,) and yEB(@),,uJ for every y<a. yEB(@),,uJ* 
@),n v,(y) f 0, where v,(y) = {x E Eld(x,y) < E} is compact. k!),n v,(y) 
is compact, non-void, included in v,(y). From the finite intersection property 
in a compact we deduce fl y<a (@),n V,(Y)> + 0 + m,,,w n VXY> + 
1z(~@)),nu,(y)#1~1~y~E((&,uJ,andthenacontradiction. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. On 5(E) the uniform structure generated by Ml is the 
structure of the uniform convergence of the cuts on L = L 1, in the sense of 
the classic Hausdorff structure on s(E). The space 5(E) of the closedfuzzy 
subsets of E is metrizable. 
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Proof: The structure associated with Ml is generated by the sets 
{(A, C> E WE) x ‘P(E)1 (B(QE))y~ (_C>, and WC, uJ>,1 @ly, for every 
y E L,}. But from the preceding proposition we know that we have, 
B(GAL,_u,) = ny<a B(u), , ,u,), so the structure is generated by {(A, C) E 
1)(E) x ‘Q(E)IB(GA)y7 !A> = G!, and ;B((_C),, ,u,> = dA)rf for every YE IO 111. 
This is the structure of the uniform convergence of the cuts in the sense of 
the Hausdorff topology on B(E). Let 6 be the Hausdorff ecart on i$(E) 
associated with the metric d of E, then a(A, C) = supYE,,, 1,(6((A),, (c)J A 1) 
is a metric associated with the structure generated by the mechanism M 1. 
(2) The Closed Convergence Structure 
Let us now consider the case when the metric d generates a topological 
structure for which E is a LCMS space. We build on the set s(E), of the 
closed fuzzy subsets of E, some topological structures by way of the simple 
convergence on L. But in order to obtain results close to those of the classic 
case we must use the stabilization mechanism. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. We endow s,T(E) with the structure of the simple 
convergence of the cuts on L, in the sense of the classic closed convergence 
on 8(E). 5iW) is compact but this is not the case for S(E) as a subspace of 
S:(E). We call closed convergence structures on g(E) the structures induced 
when we consider S(E) as quotient space of 5:*(E). i-j(E) endowed with the 
closed convergence structure is a compact metrizable space and then is 
separable. 
Proof. The proof is omitted because it is a particular case of 
Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. 
From the construction of this topology we deduce: 
COROLLARY 2.1. A sequence A, InEN in s(E) converges to F in the closed 
convergence sense if and only if the cuts (An)y converge to HY (in the classical 
closed convergence sense) for every y E L,, and 
n ffy=maT for every aE: 10 11. 
Y<a 
YEL2 
The proof is omitted because it is straightforward. 
(3) The Myope Structure on R(E) 
Let us consider the uniform structure on ‘Q(E) generated by the sets 
((A, C) E ‘p(E) X y(E)(BC_A, g) 1 _C and B(_C, g) zA}, u E & This uniform 
structure is also generated by the Hausdorff ecart. On the set B(E)\@, the 
non-void compact subsets of E, the Hausdorff ecart is a metric. In this 
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section we assume that the space (E, d) is a LCMS space. In this case we 
know that this structure on s\(E) has nice properties. For instance, the 
corresponding topology on R(E) is generated by the sets: 
iA E WM nil f 013 where y is an open set 
{A E$j(E)IA n_F=0}, where E is a closed set. 
We define R,*(E) as the subspace of ‘Q,*(E), endowed with the structure of 
the simple convergence on L in the sense of the Hausdorff ecart on F(E), of 
which every element A * is such that A*(v) is compact for every y E L. In 
the same way 52(E) is defined as the subset of g(E) whose elements have 
compact cuts for every y E L, . We endow R(E) with the quotient structure 
and the corresponding topology will be qualified by “myope” (L = L,). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let us assume that E is compact. The “rnyope” 
topology on J\(E) is exactly the closed convergence on s(E) and then 
Proposition 2.3 in which we replace 5 by R is satisfied. 
The proof is straightforward. Unfortunately, when E is not compact, the 
space R(E) doesn’t have properties similar to those of R(E). In particular it 
is not a locally compact space. 
- 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Q be an element of R(E) and R”(E) = 
{K E R(E)1 K c Q}, then this set is a compact subspace of S\(E). 
Proof: For every y E L we endow the set s!(E) (of the compact subsets 
of (Q),) with the myope topology. The product space nYEL I y RQ(E) is a 
compact space and as in Proposition 1.1 we show that the subset 
R?*(E) = {A * E R,*(E)lA “(y) c (Q),} is closed in it. By a slight 
modification of Lemma 1.2 we show that the quotient space is separated and 
then that RQ(E) is compact. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R,*(E) be endowed with the structure of the simple 
convergence on L in the sense of the Hausdorff metric, then the graph of the 
relation - is closed. The application 9Z: R:(E) -+ R(E), where R(E) is 
endowed with the quotient structure, is a proper mapping and R(E) is 
separated. 
Proof About the closeness of the graph we can adopt the proof of 
Lemma 1.2. Let A4 be the equivalence class M = {A * E R:(E)1 %(A *) = C), 
where C E R(E). From the definition of the relation - we have: 
A*EM* A*(Y)zc*(a)T for every y < a 
A*(Y) = c*(a), for every y > a. 
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We can write 
M= ( n n bwwc WN) n ( n n {w*b9=, C*OI) 
acL y>a fYfL y<a 
YEL YE 1, 
and from classic “myope” topology properties it is known that all these sets 
are closed, so M is closed. For every A * E A4 we have A *(a) c (_C), and 
from Proposition 2.5 we deduce that A4 is included in the compact set 
R,V*(E), then M is a compact subset of R,*(E). 
We now prove that 9I is closed, and for this we will show that the 
saturated of every closed set is closed. Let us consider the closed sets: 
ES, = {A” E R;(E)1‘4*(a)c_F) where 8 is a closed set 
FE= (A*ER,T(E)IA*(a)n_F#0) where p is a closed set. 
We must prove that the corresponding saturated sets are closed. Let A * be in 
FL, a< 1, then for every y>a we have A*(y)c_F and (R(A*)),c~. Let 
B* be equivalent to A * E lJS,, we then have (%(B*)),c F for every y > a. 
Conversely if (%(B *)), c F f or every y > a then there is C* E p”, such that 
B* - C*. This enables us to write that the saturated of ,F% is the set 
n y>a,yEL F;, which is closed. When a = 1 the saturated of pi is R:(E). In 
fact let B * be in R,T(E), we define C* as C*(y) = B*(y), for every y < 1, and 
C*(l)=!3 We have C* - B * and C* is in ,F:, which proves that B* is in 
the saturated of F:. Let A * be in FE, then for every y < a we have 
A*(y) nF# 0 and then (%(A)), n_F# 0. But we can find B* such that 
B*(a) I’-’ I; = 0 and (S(B)), n p # 0. The saturated set of FE is in fact the 
set (B* E R:(E) 1 (%(B*)), n F # 01 which can be written 
(B* E R,*(E)IB*(y)nz#f, for every y < a} = n FF 
jr<Cl 
YEL 
and then is a closed set. We have proved that !R is a closed continuous 
mapping such that %-‘(A) is compact, for every A E R(E), and this proves 
that YI is a proper mapping [2, Section lo]. The space R,*(E) being separated 
we conclude that R(E) is separated [2, Section lo]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let St(E) be endowed with the “myope” topology. 
Then R(E) is metrizable and its topology admits a countable basis. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.6 we know that R(E) is separated. We know 
that the “myope” topology on 2(E) is metrizable and admits a countable 
basis, so the same result holds on R:,(E) which is a closed subset of a coun- 
table product of spaces 9(E). We have proved that ‘31 is closed, so the closed 
sets in R(E) are obtained by taking the image of the closed sets in Rz2(E), 
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and this proves that the topology of R(E) admits a countable basis. % being 
a proper mapping we deduce that R(E) is metrizable [3, Section 4, Ex. 241. 
We can exhibit a countable dense subset in R(E) by taking the fuzzy sets 
with rational membership values and finite support in D (a countable dense 
subset of E). For every finite support in D we have a countable family of 
fuzzy subsets, but the set of the finite parts of D is countable and this proves 
the countableness. 
A LCMS space can be covered by an increasing sequence & of compact 
subsets (&+ r II Ki and Ui,,& ZI E). Let us consider the set B(E) = 
(‘4 E %Vsupp(A) E $(JJ91, where supp(A) is the adherence of the set 
(x E E/A(x) > 0). For every HE b(E) there is an index j such that 
H E R&I?) for i >j. For every i, R,!(E) is a compact space, so we can state: 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The set B(E) endowed with the “myope” topology can 
be covered by an increasing sequence of compact sets. Generally B(E) is not 
closed in R(E) and then not complete. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. (E, d) is a complete space and then the space R,*(E) 
endowed with the pointwise convergence on L in the sense of the Hausdorff 
uniformity on g(E) is a complete space. R(E) endowed with the quotient 
structure is a complete space. 
Proof (E, d), being a LCMS space, is complete, so we know that s(E) 
with the Hausdorff ecart is complete. R,*(E) is complete because it is a 
closed subset of a product of complete spaces. From the definition of % we 
easily deduce that the quotient space is complete. 
(4) Hemi-Continuity for Fuzy Mappings 
There is no problem in defining the upper- and lower-hemi-continuity of a 
mapping from a topological space T into 5,*(E), respectively 52,*(E), 
endowed with the corresponding pointwise convergence structure on L (in 
the sense of the closed convergence, respectively of the myope topology). In 
fact we proceed as in the classic case. For this reason we assume in this 
section that E is a LCMS space. For instance, the mapping f from T into 
s,*(E) is upper-hemi-continuous if and only if the inverse image by f of the 
sets {A * E g,*(E)lA *(y) fI K = 0}, where y E L and & is compact, are open 
sets in T. We naturally extend this concept to the closed convergence on 
g(E) and to the “myope” topology on R(E). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The mapping f from the topological space T into Z(E), 
respectively R(E), is upper-hemi-continuous (lower-hemi-continuous) if there 
is a mapping h from T into g,*(E), respectively R,*(E), which is upper-hemi- 
continuous (lower-hemi-continuous) and such that f = I# 0 h. 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. The mapping u (union) from S,*(E) X S,*(E) into 
S,*(E), from R,*(E) x R,*(E) into R,*(E), endowed with the pointwise 
convergence structure on L (in the sense of the closed convergence, of the 
“myope” topology respectively) is continuous. 
The mapping n (intersection) from S;(E) x g,*(E) into 5,*(E), from 
WE) x WE) into s\,*(E), endowed with the corresponding pointwise 
convergence structure is upper-hemi-continuous. 
The mapping U (union) from s(E) x S(E) into S(E), from R(E) X R(E) 
into R(E), endowed with the closed convergence, the “myope” topology 
respectively, is continuous. 
The mapping n (intersection) from B(E) x S(E) into 5(E), from 
R(E) x R(E) into R(E), endowed with the closed convergence, the “myope” 
topology respectively, is upper-hemi-continuous. 
Proof. The first part, about B,*(E) and 52,*(E), is a consequence of the 
fact that we have analogous results for the spaces B(E) and J-3(E). For the 
space B(E) with the closed convergence we have the following diagram: 
S;(E) x 5:(E) --=% 5:(E) 
i (RX9D I VI 
WE) x WE) u,(n) s(E) 
So the simplest way of proof is to show that the application (3 X !R) is 
closed. This is straightforward because we have proved that % is closed. For 
every closed set F in s(E) the inverse image (9 0 u)-‘(F) is closed. From 
the closeness of VI x 3 we conclude that the inverse image U -’ of F in 
s(E) x s(E) is closed and then that U is continuous as a mapping from 
B(E) x s(E) into g(E). Let us now deal with the intersection. We consider 
the sets {A * E E,*(E)(A *(y) f7 g # 0}, where y E L and g is compact. The 
inverse images of these sets by n are closed sets of s,*(E) X s,*(E) (because 
n is upper-hemi-continuous) and their images by (‘3 x 31) are closed in 
s(E) x s(E). This proves that 0 is an upper-hemi-continuous mapping from 
g(E) x B(E) into s,*(E) and then, from the definition, an upper-hemi- 
continuous mapping from g(E) x G(E) into g(E). We can adopt the same 
proof for the space R(E) because we have proved that % is closed as a 
mapping from R;(E) into R(E). 
(5) The Case of Linear Spaces 
Let us now assume that E is a linear space, E = R’, endowed with its 
classic metric. We know that these structures are compatible in the sense 
that the operations + and . are continuous. 
The operations in R’ can be extended to 1)(E) [9]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.11. We note SC(E), R,(E), 5),(E) the sets of the convex 
elements of E(E), R(E), 8(E). These sets are closed, respectively, in S(E), 
R(E), B(E), and endowed with the closed convergence for the first one and 
the myope topology for the other two. 
ProoJ We have only to prove the result for G,(E) and R,(E) because 
e,(E) = sj(E) n R,(E). We note C:(E) the subset of 1):(E) of which every 
element A * is convex in the sense: A *(y) is convex for every y E L (0 being 
convex). We note C(E) the subset of ‘p(E) of which every element is convex. 
In the non-fuzzy situation we know that B,(E) (the closed convex subsets of 
E) is closed in s(E) and 5&(E) (the compact convex subsets of E) is closed 
in B(E). From this we easily prove that S,*(E) A a:(E), 52,*(E) n K:(E), 
endowed with the pointwise convergence structure on L in the sense of the 
closed convergence, of the “myope” topology respectively, are closed. We 
easily conclude that s,(E) and R,(E) are closed, this from the closeness 
properties of !R 
Remark 2.1. We know that the addition is not algebrically closed in 
8(E), and then in S(E), if we do not consider closed sets with semi- 
positively independent asymptotical cones. We also know that for A, 
B E R(E) we generally have 1 ,A + &A # (A, + A,) A, when A, B are not 
convex. For these reasons we think that fuzzy numbers in R, or fuzzy vectors 
in R’ [4], must be defined as a subset of R,(E) (E = R or R’, respectively). 
DEFINITION 2.2. We note ZI(E) the set of the fuzzy vectors in R’ defined 
as: A E %3(E) if and only if A E R,(E) and supXEE A(x) = 1. The set of the 
fuzzy numbers (E = R) is noted S(E). 
PROPOSITION 2.12. g(E) is closed in R(E). 
ProoJ We only have to prove that the set of the normalized fuzzy 
subsets of R(E) is closed. Let A be an element of R(E) not normalized, so 
there is a < 1 such that A(x) < a for every x E E (because A is an upper- 
hemi-continuous membership function). We have &l)?= 0 for every y > 01, 
y E L. But 0 is an isolated point in g(E) and the set {0} is an open 
neighbourhood of 0. From this we deduce that there is a neighbourhood of A 
in R,*(E) all of whose elements are not normalized. From the closeness 
properties of % we conclude that the set of the normalized fuzzy subsets of 
R(E) is closed. 
Remark 2.2. The set of the normalized fuzzy subsets of 5(E) endowed 
with the closed convergence is generally not closed. Let us consider, for 
instance, the sequence of classic sets AnlneN, where ,4, = [n, n + I]. For the 
“myope” topology on St(R) this sequence doesn’t converge. For the closed 
convergence topology on g(R) it converges to 0 (which is not normalized). 
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PROPOSITION 2.13. The mapping + from 52,*(E) x R,*(E) into 52:(E) 
endowed with the pointwise convergence structure on L, in the sense of the 
myope topology, is continuous. The mapping + from 53(E) x R(E) into R(E) 
endowed with the “myope” topology is continuous. 
The mapping . which associates with every ,I E R + = {x E R /x > O} and 
A* E R,*(E) the element A . A * in R,*(E) is continuous as a mapping from 
R + x R,*(E), endowed with the product topology, into S\,*(E). The mapping . 
is continuous as a mapping from R + x R(E) into R(E), where S\(E) is 
endowed with the “myope” topology. 
Proof. The results are easy to translate from g(E) into R:(E) and finally 
from St,*(E) to R(E) by using the closeness properties of !N, and the diagram 
we have used in the proof of Proposition 2.10. 
After this result we think that S(E) endowed with the myope topology is a 
suitable generalisation of R’ because: 
- 23(E) is convex (A, B E S(E) and a E [0 l] -+ aA + (1 -a) B E 93(E)). 
- The addition and the product by a non-negative number are con- 
tinuous. 
- 2?(E) is algebrically closed and is a metrizable separable space. 
CONCLUSION 
In this second paper we have given applications of the constructions we 
exposed in a preceding article. These applications have been done in very 
particular but important cases. We have built the “closed convergence” and 
the “myope convergence” for some families of fuzzy subsets. The 
consistency of these structures with fuzzy real analysis is obvious. From 
these results, we think that we will be able to translate some constructions of 
game theory and microeconomics, which use topological tools, into fuzzy 
sets. 
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